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News and Notes 
 

Lots of Data Tests in this Issue 
I have a ton of material to organize for the seminar this month.  So instead of writing about one topic in 
depth for this issue, I decided to run a variety of tests and angles that might prove interesting using data 
from HTR2001, including the newly provided PER and ACL ratings.    
 

Seminar Final Call and Itinerary 
It looks like we’ll have another large turnout at the Stardust for our 7th annual seminar.  This is the third 
year that Don Nadermann will present his excellent half-day Access workshop on Saturday.  This is the 
fourth year in a row that Tom Walters speaks, entertains, and offers handicapping insights from a blue-
grass point of view.   At 10pm on Friday night, we will have a special tournament discussion and even a 
little strategy contest (simulated tournament) with prizes.  The whole Friday itinerary is listed below.   
 
We want all HTR members to arrive on Friday evening by 6:15pm if possible.  I believe the doors will 
open @ 6pm and the food will be served at 6:30pm sharp according to the banquet manager.  Presenta-
tions begin at 7pm.  If you are bringing a spouse or friend just for the buffet, please have them remain 
until 7:45pm as I will be giving out various awards and prizes and we will even have a fun game of HTR-
Bingo after dinner.  Handicapping seminar will begin after our group photo at 8pm.  
 
Friday Evening July 12 
6:15pm – Complimentary Buffet Dinner. 
7:00pm – Welcome, Introductions, Awards, Seminar Overview – Game and Prizes - Photos 
8:00pm – Tom Walters discusses handicapping with HTR and the TLC. 
9:00pm – Ken Massa discusses advanced HTR handicapping topics, pace and velocity.   
10:00pm- Tournament discussion and strategy contest.   
10:30pm - Q&A 
 
We are always short on time during the seminar.  Please ask any questions at the end of the evening dur-
ing our Q&A period.  Smoking is not permitted in the main room, but you can smoke outside during the 
breaks held hourly.  You may bring drinks into the seminar room and water and soft drinks are available 
at your table.  Restrooms are located nearby.  We expect to be in Salon 7 or 8 in the Stardust convention 
wing – a marquee with “HTR” will be posted.   Notepads and pens are provided and it is not necessary to 
bring your laptop for the Friday event. 
 
Have a safe trip to Vegas – see you there!       
 
Those unable to attend the seminar can read a summary in the August newsletter and I will make my 
notes available on-line.    
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HTR2001 Upgrade 
TLC for Windows is Ready 

 
The TLC screen has been revised and nearly completed.  Below is a summary of the items and symbolism 
used on the report.  TLC has four separate sections and prints one-page per race.    
 
I 
Top Section of TLC has most of the critical pace, speed and power factors together. 
 

• Added the PER rating.  The PER is not a speed figure. It is a performance rating computed from 
average-pace velocity.  In the DOS version of HTR, the PER was always based on the last start only.  
In the HTR2001 the PER is dependent on the paceline selection.  You can view a horse’s last five 
PER ratings in the PPQ past-performance screen. 

 

• Added the ACL or Average Class Level (or Average Competition Level).  Each horse’s three most 
recent starts are considered.  The figure is based 100% on the race level (par) for those starts.    

 

• Class change.  The Clch column reports any class change from the previous start.  Example:  
“down3” indicates a horse dropping 3-levels in class,  “Up1” means the entrant is moving up a single 
level.   

 

• PPscan (Past-performance Scan) has been added.  The PPscan in this version has new adjustments 
and is not the same as the DOS version, but they are similar.  The field is sorted by top PPscan and 
the differential from the top rank is displayed.  The idea of the PPscan is to project performance based 
on any relevant factors from the horse’s history or connections.   Its best use is as a contender selector 
using the differential.  Winners at a given track will fit within a set range, often within five (–5) points 
from the top. 

 
 
II 
The second section of the TLC focuses on Trainer and Jockey and any changes going on.  Trainer and 
Jockey ratings are shown.  Those with (*) have an exceptional 365-day record. 
 
# Change in trainer or rider 
+ Jockey switch looks very positive 
c# Trainer change due to claim last time 
?# Switch to a new trainer, but the reason is unclear – dig deeper 
 
TrL30 – Trainer record last 30 days 
Example:   12/53    Trainer has won 12 of his last 53 starts in during the preceding 30-days. 
 
Workout Data 
Examples:  B4h  =  Worked 4-furlongs handily and received a “B” clocker grade. 
                   C5g  =  Worked 5-furlongs from the gate and received a “C” grade for the effort. 
 
 
III 
Velocity Section – still under review – sorted by Fr1 (Ev) feet-per-second. 
 
IV 
Performance section – still under review – currently shows selected pacelines and trip notes. 
Click to PL-1 to review the last race data. 
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Systems and Angles   
Hot/Cold Trainer for 30 Days – Will It Carry On? 

 
We have an interesting statistic in our data that records the number of trainer starts and wins in a rotating 
30-day period.  You can find this information in the TLC Screen in HTR2001.   All trainers with entrants 
will have this information posted under the “TrL30” column.  The records change daily as it is computed 
with the preceding thirty calendar days.  
 
The predictive usefulness of knowing that a trainer is “hot” or “cold” based on any timeframe is always 
tricky.  After 30-days is the streak over?   Do we only notice the good stuff at its apex?   As soon as we 
start to bet on it will a ‘regression to the mean’ leveling take place?   
 
I tested the trainer 30-day stat in two different modes: (1) win%, minimum 20 starts; (2) total wins with-
out regard to the number of starts.  Test (2) will give a zero to any trainer that has either lost all his starts 
in the last month or has had no starts at all.      
 

Trainer 30-day Win% - Minimum 20 Starts – All Types of Races 
 

TRL30d           WinP     ROI     HighM      
 

50% up           18%     0.91      $88      At least 10 for 20 
40% to 49%       17%     0.86      $97          
30% to 39%       15%     0.83      $153      
20% to 29%       14%     0.77      $263        
10% to 19%       12%     0.81      $291     Average 30day win range 
01% to 10%       11%     0.74      $161       
00%              09%     0.72      $245     0 for 20+  

 
Analysis 
Even the hottest 30-day trainers (40% and up) only managed to win at about a 17-18% clip going for-
ward.   Proving that once again, as soon we notice something is statistically strong in the short run, the 
streak is usually winding down.   Those “cold” trainers that were losers of 20 or more, managed to win 
9% of their races - no slump is permanent in this game!  ROI are consistently better for the higher% train-
ers though, and the longshots were plentiful among them.  The cold trainers did lose a lot of money for 
their backers even if they did surprise with more wins than expected.    
 

Trainer 30-day Wins 
 

Winners        WinP     ROI     HighM 

30 or more     24%     0.86      $ 26     
25 to 29       22%     0.88      $ 48     
20 to 24       20%     0.87      $ 40 
15 to 19       21%     0.82      $ 64 
10 to 14       19%     0.84      $ 89 
05 to 09       13%     0.77      $263 
01 to 04       10%     0.73      $291       
00             08%     0.69      $245       
 

Note: The median number of trainer wins in 30-days is = 3 
 
Analysis 
This result looks much more definitive.  Those trainers that have not been able to win at least 5 races in 
the last 30-days are very bad bets.  Be aware that it is infrequent to find a trainer with more than 15 wins 
in the last 30-days.  I probably could have lumped all the top groups into a single ‘15+’ category and it 
would have resulted in a win rate above 20% with an ROI about 0.85.   
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Systems and Angles   
Horse has Won in the Mud   

 
The term “mudder” has gone by the wayside in the last decade due to the changes in track maintenance 
and reportage about wet surfaces.  Tracks have learned that severe muddy conditions caused by repeated 
rains are not worth the liability and few horses will enter anyway – cancellations have become much more 
common.  “Wet-Fast” and “Sloppy” tracks are actually ‘sealed’ surfaces that are faster than “fast”.   The 
term ‘sealed’ in track vernacular means to use heavy rollers to harden the top surface before the rain hits, 
thus causing a watery top, but keeping a hard bottom to run on.  
 
All these factors lead one to great skepticism regarding the individual wet-track records from the past-per-
formances.  Some horses are certainly true mudders and relish the gooey stuff more so than “fast” sur-
faces.  But others may really fancy the hard bottom of the “wet-fast” surface and zip through it like a 
roadrunner in the rain.  No distinctions between the various types of wet surfaces are made in any data 
source that I know of, including pedigree records with wet tracks.  Racetrack executives loathe using the 
term “muddy” or “heavy” these days – the mutuel handle drops considerably when that happens. 
 
Below I tested races labeled “wet” only.  The horses were categorized by the number of lifetime wins on 
“wet” surfaces.  You can view a horse’s ‘wet’ record in HTR2001 by changing the track surface to “wet” 
in the Scratch screen and the record viewed on various screens.  If you download the result files, the 
actual track condition is placed into the file automatically.  In the PPQ screen, a horse’s best “wet” per-
formance rating (PER) is listed in the header as well.      
  

Wet Track Peformance / by Number of Wet Track Wins Lifetime 
 

Wet Wins        WinP     ROI     HighM 

 

3 or more       14%     0.76     $107 
2               14%     0.81     $102 
1               13%     0.82     $231    
0               12%     0.81     $165 
 
Note: Median number of lifetime “wet” wins = 0.5 

 
Analysis 
There is no correlation between past mud wins and a horse’s chances on a “wet” surface today.  But it 
does appear that those with three or more previous wet-surface victories are badly over-bet.  Be aware 
that average field size is about 7-horses in these races, causing further erosion of profitability. 
 
 

Gray Horse in the Mud? 
Since the lifetime wet-track record doesn’t help us win those muddy races, what about testing something 
really off-the-wall?  The next chart looks at “wet” races by horse color!  The roan and gray horses have a 
long history of mud pedigree excellence from potent mud sires such as Relaunch and Gray Dawn II.  
Let’s see if they live up to their reputation  

 
Wet Track Performance by Horse Color 
 

Color           WinP       ROI      HighM          
 

Gray/Roan        14%      0.79       $ 93    
 
The gray ones hold their own on all surfaces actually, but they are beloved by the public and slightly 
over-bet me guesses.  In any case, this is the final word about betting on color from me! 
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Systems and Angles   
ACL as Class Measurement 

 
Accurate class measurements have confounded handicappers since day one.  In the HTR-DOS program I 
configured a complicated algorithm for measuring class (CLA rating) that is still very useful.  That rating 
deals with performance vs. competition.  The ACL (Average Class Level) on the other hand, does nothing 
more than average the horse’s competition level (par) ratings from the last three races.   
 
Earnings-per-Start (EPS) was once a reasonable method of assessing class.  But because of recent and 
sudden purse inflation due to slot revenue, state-bred incentives and unusual entry conditions, purse 
earnings are not an accurate measure of thoroughbred class anymore.  Tests reveal dismal results, par-
ticularly at lower race levels, but I added the EPS to the Horse-Performance screen in HTR2001 for those 
that still like to consider the rating.  I would expect better results from EPS on grass and stakes races at 
major tracks.      
 
I am formulating a revision to the HTR-DOS class figure for the Windows version (HTR2001).  So far, I 
have not been able to improve upon the original, so the testing goes on.   If I cannot find a superior algo-
rithm for class, then the DOS version will be implemented. 
 
Let’s look at the ACL ranking as it appears in HTR2001 (TLC) and see if we can locate some value with 
it as a single handicapping factor.  The item “worst” refers to the lowest ranked ACL entrant in the field. 
 

ACL Ranking – *Dirt Sprints* – Non Maiden 
 

Rank         WinP     ROI     HighM 
 1            17%    0.82      $137 
 2            14%    0.79      $256 
 3            13%    0.80      $155  
worst         07%    0.72      $254 
 
 
ACL Ranking – *Dirt Routes* – Non Maiden 
 

Rank         WinP     ROI     HighM 
 1            18%    0.83      $125 
 2            15%    0.81      $165 
 3            13%    0.78      $158  
worst         06%    0.69      $147 
 
 
ACL Ranking – *Turf Routes* – Non Maiden 
 

Rank         WinP     ROI     HighM 
 1            16%    0.81      $112 
 2            15%    0.82      $105 
 3            12%    0.80      $118  
worst         06%    0.70      $245 

 
 

Analysis 
There is a reasonable correlation in the hierarchy of the ACL rating, but you won’t make any money off 
it.  The horse with the lowest ranked ACL in the field is an awful wagering proposition though.  The ACL 
needs to be part of a larger analysis.  Let’s create a little system using the #1 ranked ACL and #1 ranked 
PER and find out if there is any potency to it.   Turn to page 7 to get the results.       
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Systems and Angles   
ACL + PER Spot Plays 

 
If we find a horse that owns the top performance rating (PER) and the strongest ACL in its field, surely 
we will uncover the best runner in the race!  Question is: will the public also notice such obvious con-
tenders and bet the heck out of them?   
 
The tests below are all based on #1-rank ACL + #1-ranked PER.   I took out maidens to avoid unknowns.  
I am using PL-5 in HTR2001 to obtain the PER numbers.  The use of PL-5 will take on added importance 
in the next set of tests. 
 

 #1 ACL + #1 PER – Non Maiden 
 

Type            WinP      ROI      HighM 
  
Dirt Sprint      27%     0.87      $ 47 
Dirt Route       26%     0.86      $ 59            
Turf Route       24%     0.84      $ 38  

 

Analysis 
Notice first, that the highest win prices (HighM column) are relatively mild, indicating that the public is 
not making many mistakes with horses like this.   The win percentage is respectable and sprinters are the 
best bets.  Yet the ROI indicates that most of the winners are low to medium priced horses.  Let’s try 
adding a few stipulations to this one and see if we can find a way to make some money with this. 
 
Most public handicappers - and the large audience of bettors that is influenced by them - consider the 
following factors in order of importance.  These items in combination are the primary influence of bettors 
that wager on thoroughbreds   
 

• Last race or recent race finish position and beaten lengths.  
• Speed figures from the last race or last few starts.   
• Connections.  Jockey and Trainer. 
• Layoff 
• Obvious front speed.  
 

Let’s test these factors and find out if the PER + ACL can produce some profit for us in variety of situa-
tions.  Using PL-5 allows the computer to search beyond the most recent races and find a running line 
deeper in the PP’s, so it was chosen for testing here.    
 
We’ll test last race finish beaten lengths as the filter using the ACL + PER system. 
 

#1 ACL + #1 PER – Non Maiden – Results by Last Out Finish BL - *Dirt Sprints* 
 
 

st Race Fin BL      WinP      ROI      HighM La
  

00.00 (won)            37%     0.95      $ 24 
00.01 – 04.99          32%     0.90      $ 38            
05.00 – 09.99          24%     0.82      $ 39 
10.00 – 14.99          22%     0.85      $ 43 
15.00 – 19.99          17%     0.71      $ 67 
20.00 – 49.99          14%     0.65      $ 56 

 
Analysis    
Sprinters that have won their last start are actually very good bets with this system.  There is a strong cor-
relation between last race finish position and win percentage here.  ROI is pretty good for the top two 
groups.  I expected better results with the middle groups. Those that ran poorly last out (more than 10 
lengths back) are not good bets with this one.   Check the routes and turf on page 8. 
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Systems and Angles   
ACL + PER Spot Plays 

 
#1 ACL + #1 PER – Non Maiden – Results by Last Out Finish BL - *Dirt Routes* 
 
 

st Race Fin BL      WinP      ROI      HighM La
  

00.00 (won)            33%     0.84      $ 30 
00.01 – 04.99          30%     0.82      $ 25            
05.00 – 09.99          25%     0.82      $ 54 
10.00 – 14.99          21%     0.91      $ 48 
15.00 – 19.99          20%     0.94      $ 39 
20.00 – 49.99          17%     0.92      $ 79 

 
Analysis    
Now this is really interesting.  Why are the ROI so much better with the dirt routers in the bottom catego-
ries as compared to the sprints?   Maybe some of these horses are coming from sprints and finished poorly 
last out – and the public thinks they will quit for sure in a longer route.  Or are handicappers more con-
cerned about a poor performance from a route race and they back off feeling that recovery from a dull 
effort is tougher than in sprints?   Food for thought and I have noticed these types of differences between 
route and sprint before.   Dirt routes are still a gold mine for overlays. 
   

#1 ACL + #1 PER – Non Maiden – Results by Last Out Finish BL - *Turf Routes* 
 
 

st Race Fin BL      WinP      ROI      HighM La
  

00.00 (won)            28%     0.81      $ 37 
00.01 – 04.99          26%     0.79      $ 21            
05.00 – 09.99          22%     0.83      $ 35 
10.00 – 14.99          21%     0.80      $ 26 
15.00 – 19.99          23%     1.06      $ 39 
20.00 – 49.99          14%     0.94      $122 

 
Analysis    
Last out grass winners have always been poor bets in my experience studying data.  Keep that in mind if 
you spot a grass entrant that won its last start.  Even when combined with top ACL and PER they only hit 
a 28% rate and a weak ROI.   The high ROI here come from the bottom groups as they did with the routes 
on dirt.  But more interesting is the fact that the win% does not drop off as much from top to bottom as in 
the dirt race tests.    
 

Cramer Speed Figures combined with ACL + PER System 
 

Next we’ll take a look at speed-figure ranking from the last start.  Published speed figures have an enor-
mous impact on the betting action in thoroughbred racing – especially when viewed from the most recent 
running line.  Keep in mind that the PER rating is not a measure of final time speed but is computed with 
A/P velocity.  This gives more credit to a horse that ran a decent final time but did so into the teeth of 
rapid early fractions.  A late runner that closes into a strong final quarter is also given extra credit with the 
PER numbers.   But generally, the PER will mirror the cycle of common speed figures due to the horse’s 
general form and race finish.   Because we are not selecting the PER rating from the most recent running 
line in all cases, we’ll find out on page 9 if the last race Cramer speed ranking affects our ACL + PER 
system horses.   
 
No one works harder to produce quality speed figures than HDW’s Jim Cramer.  Cramer uses the last running line of 
each horse to compare his numbers with other sources including Beyer figs.  It is the most efficient and fair method 
to benchmark and contrast speed ratings.  Typically, the top Cramer figure will win about 28% - which is a percent 
or two better than the competition in most cases.  ROI for most speed figures methods hovers about 0.85 for the top 
ranking.      
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Systems and Angles   
ACL + PER Spot Plays 

 
In the tests below, we combine Cramer speed figure ranking with our top rated ACL + PER horses. 
 

#1 ACL + #1 PER – Non Maiden – Speed Figure Rank - *Dirt Sprints* 
 
 

eed Rank      WinP      ROI      HighM Sp
  

       1         35%     0.90       $ 38 
       2         26%     0.82       $ 39            
       3         23%     0.84       $ 28    
       4         25%     0.93       $ 31 
       5         22%     0.90       $ 40 
     worst       13%     0.75       $ 67 

    
Analysis 
Don’t confuse this test with standard last race speed figure comparison.  Remember we have already 
required the stipulation that the horse is #1 PER + #1 ACL.   The “worst” rank indicates those rare horses 
that qualified on the PER+ACL but had the lowest rank Cramer speed figure from the last start – they did 
very poorly.  The top rated horses perform much better than expected.  A 0.90 ROI is darn good consid-
ering these horses are very obvious on paper. 
 

#1 ACL + #1 PER – Non Maiden – Speed Figure Rank - *Dirt Routes* 
 
 

eed Rank      WinP      ROI      HighM Sp
  

       1         34%     0.83       $ 50 
       2         26%     0.85       $ 44            
       3         25%     0.92       $ 51    
       4         24%     0.94       $ 56 
       5         21%     0.96       $ 46 
     worst       14%     1.12       $ 79 

    
Analysis 
Once again, the routes tend to defy the conventional wisdom more aggressively than the dirt sprints.    
The weaker the speed figure rank - the better the return on investment.    Don’t be oversold on that huge 
ROI in the “worst” row – there were several big longshots in a mild 204-race sample for that category.    
 

#1 ACL + #1 PER – Non Maiden – Speed Figure Rank - * Turf Routes* 
 
 

eed Rank      WinP      ROI      HighM Sp
  

       1         28%     0.87       $ 37 
       2         23%     0.84       $ 26            
       3         19%     0.79       $ 16    
       4         21%     1.03       $ 36 
       5         17%     1.30       $ 46 
     worst       12%     1.24       $ 92 

    
Analysis 
Not as smooth a data progression as on the dirt, a typical result of smaller sample size.  Nevertheless, we 
see a similar scenario to the dirt route data.  The higher rank speed figure horses make more money 
despite winning less often.   
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Systems and Angles 
ACL + PER Spot Plays 

 
Let’s conclude the tests by adding Fr1 to the equation.  Early speed can often make or break such a 
method such as PER + ACL that tends to locate obvious horses.   I did not print the test for Route-Turf 
races on this one as the sample size was very small and the results were not worth discussing. 
 

#1 ACL + #1 PER + Fr1 Rank – Non Maiden - *Dirt Sprints* 
 
 

Fr1 Rank      WinP      ROI      HighM 
     1         31%     0.91       $ 42 
     2         29%     0.86       $ 38            
     3         28%     0.95       $ 67    
     4         26%     0.91       $ 46 
     5         23%     0.88       $ 40 
   worst       18%     0.76       $ 37 

    
Analysis 
The most interesting observation here is that there is so little drop-off in win percentage from top to bot-
tom.   This tells us that the Fr1 variable doesn’t have much effect in sprints.  The number-1 ranked Fr1 
horses would produce a much fatter ROI as a single factor.    
 
 

#1 ACL + #1 PER – Non Maiden – Speed Figure Rank - *Dirt Routes* 
 
 

eed Rank      WinP      ROI      HighM Sp
  

       1         33%     0.84       $ 31 
       2         30%     0.82       $ 26            
       3         24%     0.83       $ 54    
       4         22%     0.91       $ 48 
       5         20%     0.94       $ 39 
     worst       17%     0.92       $ 79 

    
Analysis 
Here again, the top rated Fr1 horses do not benefit from PER + ACL and vice-versa.   Fr1 turned out to be 
a poor variable for locating winners and profit when added to the other two factors.  Profits from Fr1 tend 
to be more than sufficient when the factor is bet by itself for long prices.   
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Book Review 
From the Desert to the Derby 

 
DRF Press has released their newest title called From the Desert to the Derby by Jason Levin.  As a han-
dicapper, this book won’t help you at the betting windows.  It is documented account and fascinating 
chronicle of Sheikh Mohammed of Dubai (UAR) and his harem of top class racehorses.  The Sheikh races 
his runners throughout Europe and North America under the banner of Godolphin Stable. 
 
Levin takes the reader through the background and history of the Maktoum family and their interest in 
racing.  The Sheikhs have done a great deal to help the sport by pumping millions into breeding and rac-
ing worldwide.  Of course, all of that money comes from oil revenues that were pumped from the pockets 
of American gas-guzzlers!  The Dubai kingdom is one of the wealthiest oil areas on the planet and a small 
group of elites have hoarded most of the profit for themselves.  United Arab Emirates (Dubai) is not a 
democracy and there is no freedom of expression against the royal family (or their spending habits).  Bet-
ting on horse races is forbidden by Islamic law there.  Locals are not even allowed to attend the famous 
Dubai World Cup.  So the key questions to ponder while reading this book are: why is racing so desirable 
for the Sheikhs?  And what is the urgent motivation for Godolphin to win America’s most famous horse-
race – the Kentucky Derby? 
 
Sheikh Mohammed has tried in vain for the past five years to get a quality 3-year-old colt ready for the 
Derby.  He hasn’t succeeded and his pre-Derby training plans are not working out.  Andy Beyer and oth-
ers have promoted the idea that victory is inevitable for Godolphin Stable on the First Saturday in May.  
The book delivers the notion that the Sheikh will spend and do almost anything to get the roses.   He has 
already won all of England’s most famous races so it has become extremely compelling for him to try and 
obtain the most elusive and difficult prize in horse racing as his next prize.  Money is not an object, 
whether at the sales pavilion or in the preparation for the race.   It will be interesting to follow this story 
and see how they progress year to year. 
 
As far as the readability of the book is concerned, it is not a Tom Clancy novel that keeps you turning 
pages all night!  Many would find it rather dry reading.  Personally, I am fascinated by this stuff and 
would recommend it if you have an interest in this level of elitist racing persona.  If you are looking for 
nuts and bolts handicapping or wagering advice though – pass on this one. 
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Late News 
 

HTR subscriber William Jackson won the Belmont NTRA qualifier and $25,000 – nice going! 
 
Tommy Castillo scored again too.  He took 2nd prize at the big Mohegan Sun tournament in 
Connecticut and $18,000.   Congratulations TC! 
  
Check the software section of our web site for a July version of HTR2001 update. 
 
I will be out of the office on family vacation from July 4-10.  If you have questions please email 
Rick on our website.  See you at the Stardust on July 12. 

 
HTR is a service of – 
 

KM Software 
PMB 315 
5024 Katella Ave 
Los Alamitos, CA  90720 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 
Fax:  714-693-3399 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
Free HTR website (software updates):  www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Monthly Report is an on-line newsletter and is normally completed at the end of each month, then 
placed on the HTR member (download) web site.  This is not a free publication.  Monthly members of 
HTR can view the newsletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  If you are not 
an HTR download customer, or prefer a printed version mailed to you, a newsletter subscription is avail-
able for a $79/year.  Comments and suggestions are always welcome. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo includes the on-line edition of this newsletter. 
HTR Monthly Report newsletter: $79 for a one year subscription mailed 1st class. 
HTR Software FREE, requires download subscription for use. 
 Download the latest copy of HTR software from our web site. 

KM Software has been a licensed business in California since 1993. 

mailto:kmsoft@earthlink.net
http://www.homebased2.com/km
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